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Aircraft Accident, CGODA
Highland Springs, VA, September 05, 2018

This transcription covers the Richmond Airport Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) LC
LC position for the time period from September 05, 2018, 1638 UTC, to September
05, 2018, 1748 UTC.

I certify that the following is a true transcription of the recorded
conversations pertaining to the subject Accident involving CGODA.

chris winkeleer
Air Traffic Manager
Richmond ATCT

          Agencies Making Transmissions              Abbreviations

          Canadian, C180                             CGDOA
          RIC ATCT Local Control                     LC
          LM FSS Flight Data                         FD

1638
(1639-1707)
1708
1708:30     CGDOA    richmond tower good afternoon charlie delta oscar alpha
                     with you we are about ah thirteen miles to the north
                     inbound landing

1708:42     LC       zero delta alpha runway twenty cleared to land wind one
                     one five zero four

1708:46     CGDOA    two zero cleared to land uh zero alpha delta thank you
                     alpha we're going to be going to customs sir
1709
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1710
1711
1711:02     LC       rich

1711:04     FD       this is radar flight data i'm looking for a charlie golf
                     delta alpha you know if he's arrived yet

1711:09     LC       uh he's on final he'll be here in a minute

1711:11     FD       okay landing assured

1711:12     LC       yeah

1711:13     FD       alright bye

1711:13     LC       bye
1712
(1713-1715)
1716
1716:38     CGDOA    richmond tower this is oscar delta alpha

1716:43     LC       yes sir

1716:45     CGDOA    yeah i just crashed i think it's a school yard

1716:50     LC       alright say you position

1716:56     CGDOA    yeah i was just on final and uh lost power
1717

1717:01     LC       alright uh just stay with me and uh we'll get uh vehicles
                     out to you

1717:05     CGDOA    yeah there's a o t p i mean a police car just showing up
                     now

1717:55     LC       november uh zero delta alpha i've got vehicles that are on
                     their way
1718
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(1719-1747)
1748

                               End of Transcript
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